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Abstract
Most depictions of  “peripheral,”  nation-states’  anthropologies assume that
the anthropology’s Other is a given, pre-defined subordinated group. Using
the beginnings of  Israeli anthropology (1960s–1970s) as our case study, we
explore instead how while appropriating academic dominant paradigms of
the time and aspiring to national unity, Israeli anthropologists were articu-
lating through their choices of  research subjects and research topics, and
through their interpretations of  the field an ethnic difference between
themselves, European Jews and their “brothers,”  Oriental Jews. We follow
the ambivalent discursive strategies through which this research project was
created, and explore its implications for understanding other nation-build-
ing anthropologies. [Keywords: Sociology of knowledge; nation-building
anthropologies, ethnicity, ambivalence, Orientalism, Jews, Israel]
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When the shouting and confusion had reached a peak, some of the
younger members would try to catch my eye, giving me a look of

amusement. One of them frequently told me: “This is not an assembly
of comrades, asefat haveirim [the other term for the general assembly],
but an assembly of asses, asefat hamorim,” playing on the words
haveirim and hamorim. While some of the young members also shout-
ed when discussing matters, some of the older members rarely partic-
ipated in the discussions and if they did, they never raised their voic-
es. Some of the members sometimes tried to calm down the
enthusiasts by opening their arguments with the mention of God: “May
the Lord’s name be blessed” (yehee sheim ha’Sheim mevorakh). Though
they gained some moments of quiet discussion, the atmosphere soon
returned to its previous excitement. Somewhere in the middle of all
the shouting, a few members, including those who had screamed ear-
lier, would show their disgust at the way in which the discussion was
held by going home. The assembly gradually disintegrated, usually
without any decision having been taken on any of the issues that had
been under discussion. [Shokeid 1971a:131]

This vivid ethnography of a bewildering and not too efficient assembly
of Oriental Jews (Mizrahim or Spharadim), all new immigrants from
Morocco, refers to a meeting that took place in a peripheral cooperative
agricultural village (Moshav) in southern Israel in the mid-1960s. As appar-
ent in other parts of the ethnography, from the ethnographer point of view
the broader significance of this social gathering lay not so much in the top-
ics and decisions to be taken. Instead, it was the deeper structure of the
talking event through which the new citizens—who recently emigrated
from “traditional” countries—were expected by state’s authorities to learn
the modern way of democratic politics. It was precisely this type of site
that attracted Jewish-Israeli anthropologists of European descent
(Ashkenazim, like the founding fathers and mothers of the Zionist move-
ment and the state of Israel) to their Jewish “brothers,”1 Oriental (Mizrahi)
Jews who were perceived as posing a deep challenge to the nation-build-
ing project of the young state (established 1948). Conceived as a fascinat-
ing sociological laboratory for understanding the transition from “tradi-
tion” to “modernity,”  these immigrants’ experiences allowed the curious
anthropologists to explore the new everyday life and the dramatic confu-
sions created by the move from Morocco to Israel.
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The anthropologists were trying of course to locally appropriate the dom-
inant paradigms of the time. However, as we demonstrate below, these par-
adigms did not determine in themselves the construction of the anthropo-
logical project. Rather, taking into account the Jewish state’s national
missions and the very choice of a social group for study, the formulation of
common research questions, and the interpretations given to the findings
were crucial for establishing the peculiar relations between the anthropolo-
gists and their subjects, and for the specific anthropological knowledge
offered. In this article we examine the practices used by these early Jewish-
Israeli anthropologists in constituting their Other. In particular, how and why
had these new Jewish immigrants from Muslim lands come to occupy the
attention of local Jewish-Israeli anthropology in its early stages? What were
the characteristics of the newly constructed Mizrahi subject? What were the
topics of study and what is their significance? On another level, what can we
learn from this Israeli case study about the general pattern of self–Other
relations in so called “peripheral anthropologies“?

Anthropologies at the Margins and the Case of Israel
Exploring the underlying assumptions of an academic field is a chapter in
the sociology of knowledge, which thus depends on the specific issues schol-
ars should attend to. The representations of social realities in academic
research have been analyzed, for example, in relation to the researchers’
institutional affiliations, to their academic biographies, and to the dominant
paradigms and theories of their time. While outlining the social and histori-
cal context within which early Jewish-Israeli anthropologists were operating,
our main focus in this article is on identity politics (cf. Calhoun 1994), that is,
on the ways an academic field expresses and further constitutes social differ-
ences and power relations between groups (cf. Rosenau 1992, Swidler and
Arditi 1994).

Like other social sciences, anthropology has been analyzed since the early
1970s as yet another form of social knowledge, especially in relation to its
colonial heritage (Asad 1973, Hymes 1972). More generally, the issue of rad-
ical alterity and the formation of a self–Other complex were underscored as
inherent to anthropology’s classic legacy (Kuper 1988), including at the dis-
cipline’s margins, that is in “other people’s anthropologies” in which local
anthropologists usually explored their “others at home” (Boškovi  and
Eriksen 2008:2-8). Indeed, given the intimate relations between researchers
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and subjects within nation-states—where anthropologists, at least implicitly
and indirectly, are part of the nation-building project—this complex is espe-
cially intriguing for so called “peripheral” or “national anthropologies”
(Gerholm and Hannerz 1982).2

Drawing on Jewish-Israeli anthropology in its early years (1960s–1970s)
we aim at further problematizing common depictions of anthropologies con-
stituted in “peripheral” nation-states (e.g., Guber 2002, Lomnitz-Adler 2001,
Peirano 1998, Saberwal 1983, Srivinas 1997, Stocking 1982).3 In most of
these anthropologies of anthropologies (cf. Scholte 1980) the underlying
assumption is that the self-Other dynamics are based upon pre-defined rela-
tions between dominant and subordinated groups. A salient example is the
typology offered by the leading historian of anthropology, George Stocking.
Stocking argues (1982:179-185) that in peripheral anthropologies, defined as
“nation-building” anthropologies (in contrast to “empire-building” anthro-
pologies established in Europe, especially England, and in the USA), one can
discern three types of relations between anthropologists and their Other:
“Secondary metropolitan”  (Sweden and Poland), “white settler”
(Anglophone Canada, Quebec and Brazil), and “ex-colonial” (India and
Sudan). The last two categories are most relevant when trying to figure out
the nature of early Jewish-Israeli anthropology.

In white settler anthropology, Stocking relates the colonization politics to
the fact that the subjects of study were formerly conceived by European set-
tlers as “culturally alien others,” later to become part of the emerging
national body, composed of European settlers and indigenous people (cf.
Peirano 1998 for Brazil, Lomnitz-Adler 2001 for Mexico, Guber 2002 for
Argentina). The tension between the anthropologists as representatives of
the former colonizers and their research subjects, the former colonized com-
munities, is thus an ongoing political issue.

In ex-colonial anthropology, by contrast, the political contestations are
reconstructed within a shared nationality, for both the anthropologists and
their Other are post-colonized indigenous subjects. In these countries, India
for example (Saberwal 1983, Srivinas 1997), the anthropologists and their
subjects were all formerly colonized by the empire; the distinction and its
entailed social hierarchy between the anthropologists and their subjects of
study is related still to a pre-defined social difference, worked out along
social class, caste, or ethnic lines.

Although Stocking’s typology is illuminating and analytically useful, it
seems to rest upon a particular perspective about the way a local anthro-
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pological project is part of modern nation-building processes. The under-
lying assumption is that whereas the anthropologists belong to a dominant
(national or other) group, their subjects belong to a subordinated group.
Further, resonating Rogers Brubaker’s argument (1996:5) about modern
nationalism, the assumption is that in modern states—lacking an overlap
between territory and a political community with a shared cultural her-
itage—the dominant national group uses the state to defend its superiori-
ty over minority groups using various means (including coercing upon mar-
ginalized groups its own cultural identity, a seemingly shared national
core). However, citizenship politics in modern nation-states are crafted not
only across the lines between predefined national majority and minority
groups, but through contestations within the national majority group itself
(cf. Yonah 2004). The anthropological project may thus play out differences
within the majority group, with its own identity politics and, in particular,
its own ambivalences.

Early Jewish-Israeli anthropology may disrupt Stocking’s categorization
because the structure of self-Other relations in this case includes character-
istics of both white settler and ex-colonial anthropologies. Further, these
very categories do not seem to capture well the ethnic complexity worked
out in the Israeli case since the relations between the anthropologists and
their research subjects were worked out within the national majority group
itself. We suggest then to use the Israeli case to rethink common assumptions
in the study of so called peripheral anthropologies, and especially refining
Stocking’s typology.

The Jewish-Israeli national group, forming the majority of the state‘s
population, may be considered as settlers or colonizers in respect to the
indigenous Palestinians residing in the 1967 occupied territories and Arab-
Israelis (also called 1948 Arabs or Israeli Palestinians). Still, a white settler
typology does not fit too nicely this local anthropology for two reasons.
First, the Jewish settlers were not “white” Europeans since they included a
growing number of non-white Middle Eastern and North African Jews.
Second, in accordance with Zionism (the national liberation movement of
the Jewish people), from these settlers’ point of view, they were neither
“new settlers” nor “immigrants,” but “ascendants” (olim) returning to their
biblically promised holy-land.

Further, Israeli Jews were ex-colonized in respect to the former British
rule (the Mandate) over Palestine (1917–1947). Though most arrived in Israel
after the Mandate was over, the British regime shaped many of the institu-
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tions of the newly established state. Still, once again, an ex-colonial typolo-
gy does not fit easily enough Jewish-Israeli anthropology because the anthro-
pologists were primarily interested in studying not the pre-defined national
Other, the Palestinians and Arab-Israelis, but their “brothers,” fellow Jews
who emigrated from various former European colonies like Morocco or
Tunisia (Shokeid 1971a:1, 1971b; Weingrod 2004:414). The anthropologists
focused thus on members of their own national group, who now belonged to
an evolving, and not-too-clearly-defined, ethnic group (edah).

Identity politics was more subtle then, worked out between Ashkenazi
immigrants who represented the national modern project and Mizrahi immi-
grants who served as objects of the national assimilation, democratization,
and modernization efforts (cf. Shohat 1988). Accordingly, the self–Other com-
plex was articulated through an emerging ethnic difference and hierarchy
that were based (or constructed) on structural, cultural, political, historical,
and geographical concerns within the Jewish national group. Within this
group of settlers—colonials (or returnees) and ex-colonized—the distinc-
tions between European and non-Europeans, and between so called mod-
erns and so called traditionalists were not pre-given, but to be constructed
and further worked out by various social and political means and by the very
ethnographic practices of the anthropologists themselves.

As we demonstrate below, the anthropological project formed a local ver-
sion of Orientalism (Said 1978) that was entangled in a nation-building proj-
ect aimed at transforming the Mizrahim in the image of the Ashkenazim
through cultural work, physical labor, re-education and political re-socializa-
tion (cf. Shohat 1988). Like in other modern nation-building projects that
entail both membership and exclusion (cf. Kahn 2001), the Mizrahi subject
was ambivalently positioned as both “a brother,” a target of assimilation
into the modernized national ( Jewish) body and a radical Other.4

Paradoxically, this local anthropology was torn between two conflicting incli-
nations. On the one hand, it encouraged a unified national identity. Given
an emphasis on statism (mamlakhtiyut), a “melting pot” ideology (kur ha’hi-
tukh), and a nation-building project of efficiently absorbing into the collec-
tive all Jews from their various exiles (kibbutz galuyot), Israeli anthropology
was a research project that aspired, in ways, to make itself obsolete. On the
other hand, it constructed a self–Other (Ashkenazi–Mizrahi) difference, to be
further explored and explicated in future research projects.5

We primarily concentrate then on the split formed between the inquir-
ing Ashkenazi anthropologists and their Mizrahi Other within the Jewish
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national body. As pointed out by Eric Cohen (1977:319,321), the central
topic in anthropological publications on Israel between the years
1970–1976 was communities of Mizrahim. Still, previous studies of Israeli
anthropology neglected the Jewish, “ex-colonial”  project of Israeli
anthropology by either focusing exclusively on anthropology of native
Palestinians (Rabinowitz 1998, 2002), or by criticizing the anthropologists‘
Zionist ideology with regard to the Palestinians and still accepting it
uncritically with regard to the Mizrahim (van Teeffelen 1977, 1978).
Furthermore, previous accounts of the anthropology of Mizrahim usually
avoided questions about the rationale for, and the ramifications of, select-
ing particular sites and groups for study, and using specific research tools
(cf. Abuhav 2004; Abuhav et al 1998; Cohen 1968; Deshen 1979; Goldberg
1976; Haskell 1994:35-46; Marx 1980; Shokeid 1971b, 1988, 1989, 1992a,
1992b, 1997, 2001, 2004).6

In this article we follow then the inner Jewish self–Other complex as
formed in the early chapters of Israeli anthropology along a local
West–East line of difference. We examine the work of early Israeli anthro-
pologists as both representatives of modern social-science and as media-
tors or cultural brokers between the state’s nation-building project and its
supposedly over-traditional new citizens. In analyzing the interviews with
them and the ethnographies they wrote we concentrate on the discursive
practices they used. We explore how in practice the anthropologists con-
structed their Other, Oriental Jews who arrived in Israel after the state’s
establishment from Muslim lands and served as a chief target of the
state’s modernization project.

Histories: The State and the Formation of Jewish Ethnicity
Before Israel’s War of Independence (1948), the local population within the
borders of the coming-to-be state of Israel summed up to 630 thousand Jews
and 740 thousand Arabs of various faiths. Among Jewish immigrants to
Palestine during the years 1919–1948, almost eighty-eight percent were
Ashkenazim, and merely twelve percent were Jews from Muslim countries
(Swirski 1984:79). After 1948 only 160 thousand Arabs remained within the
borders of the newly established Israeli state (the Green Line). Within ten
years the Jewish population more than doubled due to mass immigration:
about forty-four percent from Europe and about fifty-five percent from the
Middle East, Asia, and North Africa (Weingrod 1971:268).
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During the 1950s and 1960s an ethnic social stratification was emerging:
Whereas Mizrahim served in blue-collar and low rank white-collar jobs,
Ashkenazim served in the managerial and high rank jobs in the government,
the industry, the army, and the education system. Further, contrary to pre-
vailing assumptions of the time according to which Mizrahim had come from
backward cultures and were in need for modernization, some scholars argue
that they were the very agents of the rapid development, industrialization
and modernization of the state (Swirski 1984:80-83, Shohat 1988).

Whereas modernity has often involved transfer from rural areas to the
city, Israel moved also in the opposite direction. The young Jewish state
underscored the development of agricultural settlements and food produc-
tion industries in the periphery in order to create local sources of necessary
supplies, to materialize the territorial achievements of the war, and for secu-
rity reasons (settling at the borders of the state surrounded by its Arab ene-
mies). Further, Israeli modernity was entangled with the construction of
“authenticity.” Since agricultural vocations were often considered as marks
of indigenous authentic origin (Ferguson 1992), settling in the periphery
meant a renewal of the ancient acclaimed bond between the land of Israel
and the people of Israel. Settling the periphery was achieved to a large
extent by forcing Mizrahi immigrants into agricultural cooperative villages
(Moshavim) and so called “development towns” (Kemp 2000). During the
years 1948–1959, 274 new Moshavim were established; 159 by Mizrahi
immigrants, sixty-seven by Ashkenazi immigrants, twelve by Israeli-born,
and thirty-six non-specified (Weingrod 1962a:73). In the introduction to his
ethnography Reluctant Pioneers, Weingrod (1966:viii) articulated the social
conundrum entailed in this massive settlement project: “Paradoxically, they
[Mizrahim] fulfilled an ideal they did not create and precisely at a time when
those who first conceived the ideal [Ashkenazi founders] were responding
less actively to its demands.“

Establishing a Discipline: The Early Days of 
Jewish-Israeli Anthropology
In the years following the establishment of the state of Israel, the sole
department in Israeli academy that included some anthropology teachings
in its curricula was the sociology department at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. However, Shmuel Eisenstadt who controlled the department
during this period had not allowed for a tenure track position for anthro-
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pologists. It was only in 1963, when Tel Aviv University established a sec-
ond sociology department in Israel (under the leadership of Yonathan
Shapiro), that a tenured position was offered to an anthropologist,
Emanuel Marx, who had just completed his Ph.D. at Manchester University.
That year was a watershed for Israeli anthropology, as it saw yet another
seminal event in which Marx was also involved. A large-scale anthropolog-
ical research endeavor was launched with the financial support of the
Zionist British Bernstein family and under the direction of Max Gluckman,
the famous social anthropologist from Manchester University (Marx 1980).
The Israeli researchers in this project, including Marx who was appointed
its local manager, made a lasting contribution to Israeli anthropology, and
in fact served as its founders (Cohen 1977:317).

The scholars participating in this project were given freedom to choose
their community of research and their research questions. Whereas the
majority of the non-Israelis7 found Ashkenazi Israelis to be sufficiently
Others, three of the four Israelis8—Emanuel Marx,9 Shlomo Deshen,10 and
Moshe Shokeid11—chose to study remote communities of Mizrahim in
Moshavim and development towns (Shokeid 2004:392, Goldberg 1976:120).

We focus on these anthropologists because they were dominant figures in
Israeli anthropology of the time and for years to come. Marx held a leading
position both at the first Israeli department with an anthropology track in
Tel Aviv University and in the Bernstein project. Deshen and Shokeid were
prominent in the anthropological study of Mizrahim in Israel for about thir-
ty-five years. In addition, they were the other Israeli participants in the
Bernstein project who have developed a career in anthropology. We consid-
er the work of yet another Jewish-Israeli anthropologist, Alex Weingrod,12

because he also studied mainly Mizrahim, and at the beginning of the 1960s
served as Shokeid’s and Deshen’s supervisor in the Social Research branch of
the Land Settlement Department at the Jewish Agency, in which they
received their early experience in field work. Interestingly enough, Weingrod
was absent from Israel during the local anthropology’s institutionalization
period (end of the 1960s, beginning of the 1970s) and thus he serves as an
illuminating point of reference.

The pioneer Jewish anthropologists in Israel during these founding
moments were ambivalently positioned at the intersection of two major con-
cerns. Academically, they were committed to the anthropological and social-
scientific paradigms of the time; in particular, British structural functional-
ism in its Manchester school version, American symbolic-interpretivism, and
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the sociological modernization-secularization theory. This intellectual world
set the ground for their shared ready-made research methods and topics,
like kinship, politics, ritual and myth, tradition and modernization—to be
explored through intensive fieldwork in a remote-enough small group.

Institutionally, they were committed to the Jewish state’s modernization
project and nation-building. A major concern for the state was how to incor-
porate into the national body the mass waves of Jewish immigrants coming
to Israel during the 1950s and 1960s from a variety of cultural, linguistic and
political settings. Immigrants from Muslim countries were marked as partic-
ularly “problematic,” and in need of correcting measures to allow for the
transformation from “traditional” ways into modernity. Within the bound-
aries of the nation-building project the anthropologists criticized state’s poli-
cies, and occasionally offered their expert’s advice, at times as part of offi-
cial services they provided to the state. This anthropology was thus close in
ways to so called “rural sociology,” (for Turkey see Tando an 2008:98), and
can be also regarded as applied anthropology.

Before delving into specific ethnographic practices used by these found-
ing figures of Israeli anthropology, let us outline the broader framework they
established. While the Bernstein family provided the funding, and while Max
Gluckman provided the professional direction and research paradigm,
including the extended-case method and situational analysis (cf. Evens and
Handelman 2006), the research topics and their specific appropriations were
suggested by the local anthropologists. As detailed below, the latter were fol-
lowing the social conundrums they perceived as occurring given the nation-
al project of massive Jewish immigration and settlement. Further, the Jewish
nation-building project combined at this historical moment with an emerg-
ing ethnic difference between Ashkenazim and Mizrahim. When access of
Western anthropologists to their classical fields was becoming restricted and
a critical reflection on the role of colonialism in anthropology began to
emerge (Asad 1973, Hymes 1972), hundreds of thousands of people from the
traditional anthropological fields immigrated to Israel within a short period
of time. Jewish-Israeli anthropologists conceived the situation as having clas-
sical anthropological objects of study in their backyard, living in a new, rad-
ically different, modern setting, and free for investigation with the best of
the state’s legitimacy.

How then was the “social” framed in this research project? Like the
Manchester school under the leadership of Max Gluckman, the dominant
paradigm of the time in Israeli social sciences was structural functionalism
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(Ram 1995). It assumed universal structures (political, economical, social
and cultural) in every society, and invited the exploration of how social
events preserve equilibrium. Like Gluckman’s interest in some measure of
neo-Marxism and inequality, Israeli anthropologists did not ignore conflicts
(including those evolving between Ashkenazim and Mizrahim) but tended to
incorporate them within a larger stable political system (Deshen 1966).
Issues of power, social interaction, and domination were in view and at the
basis of critical remarks toward state’s representatives. Discriminatory prac-
tices were noted (Weingrod 1962b, 1966:44,54), as well as prejudiced views
against Mizrahim (Weingrod 1966:39-40,133-134), and administrators were
portrayed as conservative and patronizing (Weingrod 1962a:82-83). Still, the
emphasis was (especially for Deshen, Marx, and Shokeid) not so much on the
state and its administration, but mainly on the Mizrahim and their coping
strategies. Mizrahim’s protests were attributed to their lack of knowledge of
modern, civil and democratic institutions (Marx 1976:38), or to their misun-
derstanding of the objective conditions (Deshen 1970a:218, 1976a:86-
87,95,98) due to their so called “traditional” origin. Social life in a
Moroccan Moshav was described, for example, as saturated with internal
conflicts but these were not connected to broader ethnic relations or to the
state (Shokeid 1968, 1971a:99-162). The emphasis on national unity over-
shadowed local conflicts (Deshen 1970a:218-219, Marx 1976:39,42). Rarely,
the structural weakness of Mizrahi immigrants was considered as an
explanatory factor for conflicts with the (Ashkenazi) officials (Marx 1976:24-
29). Even then it was mainly attributed to their so called “backward culture”
(Marx 1976:28,38) or to specific local erroneous policy (Marx 1976:49)
rather than to broad discriminatory practices.

The functionalist paradigm coincided with the Jewish-Israeli anthropolo-
gists’ inclination to look into problematic issues from the state-authorities’
point of view. When anthropology came into the Israeli academic scene, the
first stages of immigrants’ absorption were assumed to have been accom-
plished and Israel “enjoyed one of the world’s highest rates of economic
growth” (Ram 1995:11). Though the anthropologists offered some critical
assessments of specific decisions, they usually told the successful absorption
narrative (Deshen and Shokeid 1974:122; Shokeid 1967b:11, 1968), and
downplayed failures (Marx 1976:20,52,56,58).

The static morphology of structural functionalism was balanced by an
interest in a symbolic interpretive perspective, and even more so in a dynam-
ic secularization and modernization theory that assumed that the most
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important historical change is the linear transformation from tradition to
modernity. The neglected issue of acculturation in anthropology (cf. Gupta
and Ferguson 1997:21-22) and the traditional–modernity complex runs
through all of these ethnographies. The anthropologists aligned their ethno-
graphies, usually not explicitly so, with the local Israeli tradition–modern
dichotomy, which was also part of the colonial legacy of the discipline
(Hymes 1972:29). Mizrahim’s immigration to Israel was thus conceived as a
rare opportunity to explore the social drama of a traditional community
transfer into a modern environment. A central question—which coincided
with the nation-building concerns of the state—was how traditional commu-
nities were undergoing changes; in particular, slowly learning the modern
way. As the example that opens this article demonstrates, this very move and
its possible ramifications set the background against which the problematics
in the social field were understood to emerge, and which the anthropologists
were trying to unravel. Mizrahim were expected to undergo a social change
from traditional to modern subjects. Hindrances and delays were common-
ly identified and interpreted as temporal or partial—relative to the larger
modernizing process.

The anthropological project was assumed to fit the national project. Thus,
since these anthropologists described their work as studying their “own soci-
ety” (Shokeid 1971a:1-2) rather than the natives’ world as such, they cele-
brated the revival of the Hebrew language in Israel, and never studied their
informants’ mother tongue—Jewish- Moroccan or Tunisian Arabic.13 Also,
the Mizrahi women’s scarce knowledge of Hebrew (Weingrod 1966:152) was
probably yet another reason why the anthropologists tended to focus on the
men. While Marx (1976:38) and Weingrod (1966:60,148,152) mentioned the
immigrants’ poor Hebrew, Shokeid pointed to his own mastery of Hebrew as
an advantage (1971b:119).

Forming a Mizrahi Subject: Discursive Practices 
Used by the Anthropologists
Our initial observations outline then the general paradigmatic assump-
tions the Jewish-Israeli anthropologists were working with. In what fol-
lows we demonstrate some specific practices through which the Mizrahi
subject as an object of inquiry was formed in the anthropologists’
research projects and interpretational moves. Although we mainly high-
light the work of one anthropologist for each dimension, there was some
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overlapping in these anthropologists’ research projects, and all of their
works, taken together, contributed to the construction of the Mizrahi sub-
ject. We point to four major discursive practices used: the remote and
marginalized population as a preferred field of study; its construction as
(supposedly temporal) politically ignorant; its portrayal as violent, yet
somewhat rational; and its constitution as (still) struggling with problem-
atic traditional family relations that get in the way of its economic activ-
ity. These practices portrayed a local Orientalized subject that was caught
up within the contradictory demands of modern Israel.

Population Studied
The Jews studied by early Israeli anthropologists were described as deeply
non-European: “people who originated from the more remote, traditional,
southern provinces; French culture was generally beyond their horizon”
(Deshen and Shokeid 1974:34). In retrospect Deshen noted (1979:80) that
these research choices meant that “descendents of urban communities that
make up a large part, and maybe even the majority of the Oriental Jews in
Israel, had not been studied thoroughly, and we don’t have a real anthro-
pological understanding of their nature.” Deshen studied mainly Jews who
emigrated from Southern Tunisia but also from Northern Tunisia and from
Morocco. Marx investigated Moroccans of several localities, and Shokeid
published primarily ethnographies of one community that emigrated from
the Atlas Mountains, although he studied also urban Moroccans and Kurds.
Weingrod, on the other hand, focused on Moroccans who originated from
both urban and village localities.

Important choices were made also in regard to the local community to be
studied, once in Israel. Although upon immigration Mizrahim settled in var-
ious places, the anthropologists tended to study those who lived in periph-
eral places. Marx studied a peripheral town, Shokeid and Weingrod studied
peripheral Moshavim, and Deshen studied both. The human subject of early
Israeli anthropology was thus mainly a peripheral Mizrahi (often, in his
home-country as well). The anthropologists looked for clashes and confu-
sions created between the traditional immigrants and the customs, demands
and values of the modern state. These sites allowed witnessing how differ-
ences between Mizrahim and anthropologists (and other Israeli Ashkenazim)
appear in the strongest tones possible. Some changes that seemed to indi-
cate the Mizrahim’s slow acculturation into the modern-Ashkenazi model
were observed, and Mizrahim were portrayed as struggling to make the
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expected changes. These orientations produced a constant oscillation
between recording ethnic differences and spotting positive changes for the
benefit of social and national solidarity.

The choices made were articulated through these and other, more spe-
cific, scientific considerations. For example, Shokeid submitted several
motives for his choice to study a Moshav populated by a community that
emigrated as a whole from one village in the Atlas Mountains:

The first [motive] was a deep curiosity about a group of people to
whom I am apparently related by ancient history and by recent cit-
izenship…My other motive for this research was the wish to pre-
serve records of cultures and social systems which are doomed to
disappear…These motives as well as a scientific interest in the sub-
ject, were crystallized during my studies of sociology at the Hebrew
University…I chose Romema because I thought it offered some
especially interesting circumstances for study. It appeared to be a
laboratory situation, since the new settlement comprised a group of
people who had lived together before they immigrated to Israel and
had shared the events, conditions and process of immigration and
absorption in Israel. This situation, I thought, neutralized a wide
field of unknown and different variables of social background which
one must consider in the study of a heterogeneous community of
immigrants. [Shokeid 1971a:1-3]

Thus, besides wishing to probe into the dramatic transformations from
tradition to modernity, Shokeid expressed interest in so called “salvage
ethnography,”  studying quickly enough disappearing traditional subjects
and ways of life (cf. Clifford 1986:112-113). Later Shokeid even expressed
(1988:37) his unfulfilled desire to concentrate more closely on the portrait
of a specific Moroccan immigrant whom he conceived as an embodiment
of a “traditional person.”

Once these choices were made, the ethnographies were used to gener-
alize about Moroccan Jewry, Tunisian Jewry and North African Jewry at
large (e.g., Shokeid and Deshen 1977:62-64). Deshen and Shokeid wrote
(1974:34), “For all practical purposes of the present study, we feel that
one does not distort the picture by referring to the North African Jewish
background in terms of a traditional society.”  One should note, however,
that numerical figures from several ethnographies show that the Atlas
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Mountains Jewish immigrants were a minority among the Moroccan com-
munity in Israel and therefore could hardly represent the common situa-
tion. Whereas the number of Atlas Mountains’ Jews reached twenty thou-
sand right before they immigrated to Israel (Shokeid and Deshen
1977:15), the total number of Moroccan Jews at the same historical
moment summed up to 286 thousand (Deshen and Shokeid 1974:34). As
well, the number of Moroccans that arrived in Israel were estimated by
250 thousand (Weingrod and Levy 2006:695). Namely, the percentage of
Atlas Mountains’ Jews—serving as the central object of inquiry for early
Jewish-Israeli anthropology—reached at the most about eight percent of
the total number of Moroccan immigrants to Israel.

The anthropologists’ choices can be attributed to a variety of reasons:
The discipline’s legacy to study non-Europeans; its commitment to intensive
fieldwork in a small and remote community; Israeli national concern about
modernizing the “traditional” immigrants, settling the “frontier,” and cre-
ating what was conceived as a viable agricultural production; and the
geopolitical peripheral position allocated for Mizrahim by the state and
Israeli society during those years. In any case, the anthropologists tended to
use their findings and conclusions to generalize on all North African immi-
grants, or even to the entire Mizrahi population in Israel. Thus, they
(re)constituted the Mizrahi subject as rural, traditional, and marginal.

Political Ignorance and Possible Renewal of Traditional Religion
The issue of ethnicity in party-politics had been perceived by state authori-
ties as a threat to the melting pot ideology and the state’s ideal of a new
democratic and unified Jewish body politic. This concern occupied much
anthropological attention (Deshen 1970a, 1970b, 1974a, 1974b, 1976a). In
his first book that dealt with a local election campaign, Deshen identified a
positive shift in the 1965 elections in terms of Moroccan immigrants’ sense
of national solidarity (1970a:78-79):

The situation in 1965 was such that the Moroccans had extended
their relationships further: they were assuming a more prominent
political role as candidates in the election campaign. Furthermore,
the same Moroccans who in 1959 had coalesced on a largely ethnic
basis to form the Sammekh Reish party had now also extended their
relationships towards Europeans. With these they developed specif-
ic common interests, and joined them in a single party. The trend is
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a general one, and evident also in other parties, as we saw in the
case of Ma’arakh. The 1965 ethnic representatives are people enjoy-
ing relationships and interests that extend beyond the ethnic group,
in so far as such a group exists.

Given the centrality of the issue of authority and freedom in both politics
and religion, Deshen explored in particular their social interface and sep-
aration. To begin with, religion was a cultural idiom described by Deshen
as a genuine and autonomous social sphere shaped by Mizrahi immigrants
themselves—with little intervention by the state (1974b:192):

This cataclysmic change [of moving to Israel] involved the abrupt
disappearance of familiar political and judicial institutions. In the
spheres of livelihood and education they were also confronted with
a novel situation…Least drastic were changes in family relations
and in religious affairs. The immigrants established and attended
synagogues of their own special traditional ritual shading wherever
they settled in Israel. The veteran Israelis who ran the immigration
services showed relatively little concern for domestic and religious
activities. In comparison with other spheres of activities, such as
education and economics, their policies in domestic and religious
life were not very pronounced. No ideology demanding drastic
change in these spheres existed as it did in matters of livelihood,
politics and social organization, and education.

Further, Deshen was trying to explore the issue of Mizrahim’s religiosity
and how religion had been appropriated by political parties in Israel. How
then did Mizrahim learn, or find it difficult to learn, the modern (in fact,
Ashkenazi) way of doing politics?

In analyzing this question religion was a topic that helped to differentiate
Israeli anthropologists from their academic competitors, the sociologists.
Thus against the popular sociological secularization theory, which portrayed
secularization as an inevitable modern process of traditional religiosity
decline, Deshen suggested (1970a:153-159, 210-214, 1970b) that a tradition-
al religiosity in modernity was a viable possibility. Deshen examined then pat-
terns of  change as these were worked out in the contacts between the tradi-
tional and the modern. He argued that the secularization theory masked
various processes of religious symbols’ transformation in modern times that
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he termed—using Clifford Geertz’s symbolic interpretive paradigm—eradi-
cation, creation, innovation, and profanation (Deshen 1970b).14

Deshen used this typology to analyze a ritual of presentation of a new
Torah scroll in a local Mizrahi synagogue by a religious political party dur-
ing an election campaign. An Ashkenazi politician associated in a speech he
gave a traditional short prayer with a call to vote for the party, to which—
to the very hermeneutic move and to the use of prayer—the immigrants
responded negatively. Deshen argued that a cultural misunderstanding was
at work here, due to different modes of legitimacy for religious symbols’
transformation, as held by the participants. Whereas the Ashkenazi politi-
cian renewed (innovation)—through the speech—a traditional prayer by
combining it with the world of political parties, the Mizrahi conservative,
naïve and ignorant immigrants were baffled at the complex Israeli political
system and missed the politician’s intentions. They could not combine mod-
ern politics with religion in such a way, for they were still attached to the
old traditional system in which rabbis served as leaders with no need to beg
for the congregation’s support. These religious Mizrahim failed to realize
that the politician was trying to promote both politics, and religious inter-
ests that were dear for them as well. They understood his speech as inap-
propriate, a desecration (profanation) of the prayer.

Using anthropological conceptual tools of the time in order to counter
the sociological secularization theory remained still within the moderni-
ty –tradition dichotomy. According to Deshen the religiosity of the Mizrahi
subject, as outlined in this ethnography, was not a total impasse on the
way to a viable modern–democratic public sphere. The problem, he
argued, lay with the temporary political ignorance of these fresh Mizrahi
immigrants. In contrast to the sociological theory of secularization’s fore-
casting, an anthropological perspective allowed to envision for the
Mizrahim a transformation in which their religiosity could be eventually
combined with modern politics.

The subject depicted in this ethnography was incapable of fully partic-
ipating in the Israeli modern public sphere with its mixture of secularism
and religion. Furhtermore, modern politics based on autonomous individ-
uals was still confusing for the Mizrahi subject.

Rationalized Violence
A central problem that welfare officials encountered in their work with
new immigrants was what they defined as violent attacks by the inhabi-
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tants. A commission set up by the Ministry of Social Welfare stated that
most of these incidents occurred in development towns. Marx added
(1976:34) that “ in many of these towns, North African immigrants are the
dominant ethnic element.”  Therefore, he set forth a fieldwork in
Ma’alot,15 a northern development town, in order to study the causes for
this violence and to suggest ways to minimize it. Though it was an applied
anthropology project, Marx wished to get to the roots of Moroccan vio-
lence and therefore surveyed not only official–inhabitant violent encoun-
ters but also domestic violence.16

In an early publication Marx stated that “the purpose of this article is
to show that the aggressive propensities of some of Galilah [Ma’alot]
inhabitants are related to the cultural background that tends to be per-
missive towards violence” (1970:61). While trying to avoid essentialist
attributions he wrote: “ I do not wish to assert that the inhabitants of
Maaloth reveal violent propensities, but only that owing to their cultural
background they may have fewer reservations against recourse to vio-
lence in personal relationships than people in whom norms of non-vio-
lence have inculcated since early childhood” (Marx 1968:20, 1972: 295).

Interestingly, Marx wrote about the “violent propensities”  among these
immigrants and still reported that rates of crime in Ma’alot were actually
lower than the country’s average despite the inhabitants’ frequent com-
plaints to the police (Marx 1976:29-30). Further, his classification of inci-
dents as violent was challenged by Gluckman (1976:xi). Even more inter-
esting, whereas in earlier writing Marx emphasized the traditional
Moroccan heritage as the source of violence (1968, 1970, 1972), later—to
use Bruno Latour’s conceptualization (1987:185)—he reversed this “out-
come of trials in irrationality”  by referring to functionalist explanations
in terms of the Moroccans’ current social conditions, and the benefits
gained by acting violently (Marx 1976). Thus in the 1976 publication links
were drawn between violence and the conditions of humiliation, poverty,
dependency and helplessness that most of development towns’ inhabi-
tants were forced to endure. At this point, Marx explicitly criticized the
popular stereotype about violent North Africans: “There are North African
immigrants all over the country, in cities, villages and communal settle-
ments, and nowhere are they excessively violent”  (Marx 1976:34). The
Mizrahim’s, or Moroccans’, violent sudden bursts were thus reframed
within rational-functionalistic explanations: Some used violence in order
to draw attention to their problems; Others did it to hurt the officials’
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Achilles heel, announcing their independence on the backdrop of total
dependency; Still others thought this was the only viable option, or the
most efficient social instrument, and deployed it in a controlled and cal-
culated manner (Marx 1976: 35, 37, 44-45, 61, 105).

To be precise, the violent Mizrahi subjects were assumed to hold only
partial understanding of the situation in which they were caught. Marx
argued that he and government officials could grasp the complete state of
affairs, and could therefore see that violence was not the most efficient
way to achieve the desired outcome. The violent acts could seem rational
only when analyzed from the point of view of the acting inhabitants, but
they were still portrayed as lacking better social skills and thus found
guilty within the social-scientist “ tribunal of reason” (cf. Latour 1987:179-
185): “ It is immaterial whether the assailants knew at the time of the
assault that there were alternative ways of achieving their end, for even
if they did not know of them, they could have consulted experienced per-
sons. Their rational action contained, therefore, elements of irrationali-
ty”  (Marx 1976:105).

In these ethnographies violence was attributed to Mizrahi immigrants
alone. The proletarization and marginalization of Mizrahi immigrants on
a national level were hardly discussed. The conditions of living were
rarely portrayed as “government-violence,”  or as part of structural
inequalities in Israeli society, but rather as somehow unavoidable objec-
tive conditions; as stemming from flawed administration decisions; or, to
some extent, as a product of the immigrants’ “ traditional”  origin. Thus,
the topic chosen—Moroccan violence—and the interpretations provided
determined the nature of the anthropological Other as quite dependent,
poor, unexpected and violent, yet rational within his own limits.

Family Ties and Internal Conflicts
Kinship, another classical anthropological topic, stood at the heart of
both the authorities’ and the anthropologists’ interest in the interface of
economic success (and failure), conflicts, and the acculturation process.
Kinship was also further tied up with the issue of violence. A common
theme in Shokeid’s ethnographies, for example, is the frequent references
to fights and disputes that cause anger, disappointment, separation, and
disbelief among the immigrants (e.g., 1967a, 1971a). Further, Shokeid‘s
interest in the extended family structure in Mizrahi families (hamula in
Arabic) echoed the authorities’ interest in this non-modern blood-based
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political organization and its presumed role in encouraging conflicts in
the small Moshavim (Shokeid 1968:393, 1967a, 1967b, 1971a, 1974;
Shokeid and Deshen 1977:138-157).

Still, although frequently following the state’s agenda of evaluating the
citizens’ contribution to the nation-building project, not being under the
burden of the authorities’ need for immediate, practical, and “easy”  solu-
tions to “problems,”  the anthropologists were carving out a mediating
space between the state and its Other. Free to reflect on nuances of tradi-
tional ways of life and on these citizens’ encounter with modern Israel,
they were suggesting alternative accounts compared with those of the
authorities. Despite mutual concerns, state authorities and the anthropol-
ogist were divided (according to the anthropologist’s depictions) on three
key issues: (1) understanding the hamula, (2) its role in conflicts, and (3)
possible practical ways to solve the conflicts.

The authorities thought the hamula was a traditional family network
that was a source for conflicts and an obstacle in the transformation of the
so called traditional Mizrahim to become modern subjects. Consequently,
state-authorities tried to split it (Shokeid and Deshen 1977:184). By con-
trast, Shokeid’s analysis discovered that the coalition of family relatives in
a Moshav was, surprisingly enough, not an outcome of traditional extend-
ed family ties but rather a new so called “faction” created as “an ephemer-
al group which emerges in order to operate in the interest of a specific aim
or conflict”  (1968:385). Based on a functionalist theoretical framework,
combined with the notion of cultures’ power to shape social life, and on
an intimate participant observation, the formation of so called factions
was explained then as a rational response to internal conflicts, sometimes
violent, between the Moroccans themselves (e.g., Shokeid 1968, 1971a:62-
83), either as “established conflict,”  brought from Morocco or “establish-
ing conflict,”  created anew in Israel (1967b). Furthermore, Shokeid argued
(1968:404) that it was a temporary group assembly that was actually help-
ful economically in the absorption process.

As for the causes for violence and conflicts, Shokeid explained them as
emerging from internal causes, with hardly any connection to the author-
ities‘ actions. Rather, violence was ascribed to the traditional character of
the Moroccans—possessiveness and aggressiveness playing central role.
Furthermore, as described in the opening example of this article, the con-
flicts in the Moshavim were described as exaggerated and ridiculous due
to a misunderstanding of the modern democratic situation.17
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Celebrating Moroccans’ achievements in agricultural productivity and
economic profitability was accompanied then by pointing to their failure to
modernize in other spheres of life (Shokeid 1971a:230-231). Similar to Marx’s
attribution of a mixture of rationality and non-rationality to Moroccans’
behavior, as we analyze above, Shokeid described a traditional subject that
acted rationally in forming productive factions, and yet were also continu-
ously involved in destructive mutual conflicts. This perplexing character of
the Mizrahi subject demonstrated the obstacles the nation-building project
encountered in trying to create a modern, wholly rational subject.

Shokeid coined then the phrase “reference situation” in order to cap-
ture “that mode of behavior of the Romemites who, undergoing immense
environmental and social changes, constantly referred to their recent
social past as they perceived it in the present”  (1971a:8). Furthermore,
especially interesting is Shokeid’s analysis of how misunderstandings
arose in families and how these expressed traditional kinship ties’ disinte-
gration. Shokeid followed in particular the new agricultural and geo-
graphical circumstances of relatives living in Israel far apart from each
other. It was hard to match traditional family ties and the new modern sit-
uation the immigrants were now living in. When standards of gestures
within family relations clashed with agricultural commitments and the
possibility of only short visits, the Moroccan immigrants responded in
diverse ways: Some tended toward change and abandoned some family
obligations, still others preferred to retain with some costs the old habits
of family togetherness. Further, the new situation, argued Shokeid (1974),
had not allowed celebrating together, yet the old expectations based on
the image of “the family”  were still in place. The outcomes were clashes,
frustrations, and confusions.

Alex Weingrod was also interested in kinship and internal conflicts in
Moroccan Moshavim but suggested a different interpretation of the rela-
tions between the family, tradition and the state. While exploring Israel’s
periphery he did not focus on immigrants from Morocco’s periphery
alone, and tended to refrain from broad generalizations on North African
Jewry. He pointed, instead, to the heterogeneous origin of Moroccan
Jewry and its dynamic character, and he limited his conclusions to
Moroccan Moshavim alone (Weingrod 1971). Weingrod argued (1966:26)
that before immigrating to Israel, “Moroccan Jewry was a society in tran-
sition, moving quickly from a closed village- and town-centered tradition
to a type of life that was urban, Western, and increasingly differentiat-
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ed…many of the immigrants had previously immigrated to Moroccan
towns and cities.”  Still, like the other anthropologists he was especially
curious about the nation-building project, trying to figure out obstacles
on the way to modernity and success, and pointing to the conditions that
produced conflicts and social disintegration. Weingrod’s applied anthro-
pology involved comparison of findings from seven Moshavim in order to
answer pragmatic questions (1971:171): “Why do some village groups
cohere and grow into viable communities, while others are torn by repeat-
ed tensions and never manage to achieve real internal stability? Why are
innovations accepted with relative ease in some communities, while in
others they are bitterly and successfully resisted?”  The strongest cohesion,
he suggested, was related to kinship ties that were more common in
Moshavim where most of the inhabitants originated from rural regions in
Morocco. Moshavim with high percentage of urban immigrants appeared
less stable due to large number of smaller families with no interconnect-
ing kinship ties (Weingrod 1971, 1970). Instead of assuming that tradition-
al communities were charged with internal conflicts, acknowledging het-
erogeneity and comparative work brought Weingrod to see rural origin as
a source for stability, rather than conflict.

Whereas Weingrod used the heterogeneous character of Moroccan immi-
gration as an explanatory device and suggested a correlation between a
Moshav’s success and its internal cohesion, other anthropologists who
acknowledged this heterogeneity dismissed its significance (Shokeid
1967b:42 ,70; 1968; 1971a:232-233). For Weingrod the distribution of
power between the authorities and the Moroccans was not just a given fact
(cf. Shokeid 1971a: 55-61, 162) but rather a central analytical issue as he
conceived Moshavim as “administered communities…by outside agencies”
(Weingrod 1966:121-126, 131-132). His argument about colonizing the
periphery as a coerced project initiated by the state (1966:73, 98, 197) dif-
fered from its framing as an autonomous decision taken by the immigrants
(cf. Shokeid 1967b:65, 1968). Consequently, a stable vs. a non-stable Moshav
was due to authorities‘ policy, rather than to Moroccan “culture.“

Moreover, while other anthropologists tended to ignore or refute immi-
grants’ claims of discrimination against them (Deshen 1970a:215-216,
Marx 1976:27-28), Weingrod acknowledged the existence of prejudiced
views against Mizrahim and opposed them (Weingrod 1966:39-43, 133-
134). He also stated that the Zionist project turned into a crusade aimed
at changing the Mizrahim in the image of the Ashkenazi self (Weingrod
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1966:26). Already in 1962 he published an article entitled “Two Israels”
(1962b) in which he disapproved discriminatory practices against
Mizrahim.18 Still, the state’s nation-building perspective was maintained
even in Weingrod’s critical stance, and he was constantly busy in offering
practical advices (1971:186).

Conflicts and their relation to family structures stood thus at center
stage in these ethnographies of the Moroccan subject. Whereas  Shokeid
related them to traditional, irrational and aggressive tendencies,
Weingrod associated them with the state‘s policies. Still, both anthropol-
ogists combined in their writing some critical remarks toward the author-
ities’ views and actions, while simultaneously dovetailing with the same
national concern and its agenda.

Concluding Notes
The relations established between anthropologists and their research sub-
jects are central to the understanding of the anthropological project and
the production of anthropological knowledge. In analyzing peripheral
anthropological traditions, scholars have usually assumed that the form
of these self-Other relations is built upon pre-given differences and hier-
archies between the anthropologists and subordinated groups. Using the
beginnings of Jewish-Israeli anthropology as our case study, we suggest
refining this common understanding. In particular, we demonstrated that
Stocking’s distinction between “white settler”  and “ex-colonial”  anthro-
pologies at the margins is insufficient. The Jewish-Israeli anthropology,
we argued, displayed propensities of both types of anthropology. Further,
by examining the discursive practices the anthropologists used we showed
that while working with the dominant paradigms of the time and while
associated with the nation-building project, early Jewish-Israeli anthro-
pologists were reconfiguring an evolving ethnic difference between them-
selves as modern main-stream European Jews and their “brothers,”
Oriental Jews or Mizrahim.19

We analyzed in particular the significance of the place and community
of study, the common topics for study, the interpretations offered  for the
findings, and how these intersected with scientific considerations and
national concerns. The Mizrahi emerges in early Jewish-Israeli anthropol-
ogy as a brother and Other, full with contradictions: Traditional and con-
servative, yet going through social transformation on its way to moderni-
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ty; ignorant regarding political democracy yet slowly learning the demo-
cratic way; violent yet somehow rational; tending to conflicts and social
fissures, yet adaptive to tough economical conditions.

The complementary side of this scholarly project was the construction of
the anthropologists as both supporters of the state and cultural brokers
who criticized its interventions. In particular, the anthropologists present-
ed themselves as possible mediators between the state and its “problemat-
ic” subject. Acting as self-appointed advisers they widely shared the state’s
premises and aims. The result was a research project that aspired for a uni-
fied national identity of the Jewish national majority, yet constituted, or
further articulated, within this national majority a deep ethnic division.

The contribution of the Israeli case for understanding the production
of anthropological knowledge, in particular in local traditions of anthro-
pology, lies then in pointing to the ways such anthropological participa-
tion in nation-building projects are filled with ambivalences entailed in
the state’s modernizing project. Anthropology might thus not only pro-
duce and reproduce social distinctions and hierarchies but re-articulate
these dynamics in relation to emerging and obscured ethnic differences
within the nation-state’s majority group itself. This local self–Other pat-
tern might be relevant for understanding other countries as well. It
should be further explored in other national traditions of anthropology in
which an inner ethnic division within the national groups might have
been created or at least accentuated through the anthropological project.

Brazilian anthropology, for instance, as perceived at times anew in
recent years, may pose an interesting case for comparison. Fernando
Rosa-Ribeiro (2000) describes deep ambivalences within Brazilian society
and anthropology regarding ethnic differences. On the one hand, a strong
call is made in Brazil, argues Rosa-Ribeiro, for a unified and non-discrim-
inatory national body. On the other hand, an ethnic (and racial) division
and hierarchy is deeply relevant, though censored from public discourse.
He contrasts then an external view on Brazil society as encompassing
deep inequality with self-perception of dominant white Brazil as inclusive
and non-racist with regard to all groups—“the three races,” the varied
mixes, as well as the Asian Brazilians. Rosa-Ribeiro thus calls for a more
critical stance of white Brazilians and of anthropology in Brazil in order
to recognize the hidden ethnic and racial practices against non-whites
within the apparent Brazilian legacy of universal inclusiveness, which was
part and parcel of the nation-state since its beginning.
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The Israeli case may be different still in some respects from the Brazilian.
The general ideology of Israeli inclusiveness is related to Jews alone, and
therefore is in itself exclusivist. Whereas white Brazilian anthropology’s
Other was the indigenous Amerindian, Israeli anthropology’s main Other
was another settler, yet of a non-European descent. As well, whereas the
external view on Brazil is of a society with deep internal divisions, the
intensive publicity of the (national) Israeli-Palestinian conflict outside and
inside Israel joins hands with the Zionist’s vision of Jewish inclusiveness and
the state’s melting pot ideology in rejecting, denying, or at least downplay-
ing other ethnic conflicts within the Jewish national majority (cf.
Domínguez 1989, Goodman and Mizrahi 2008, Shohat 1988).

The early moments of Jewish-Israeli anthropology of its ethnic Other,
the Mizrahim, should also be compared to the anthropology of the nation-
al Other, the Arabs, in a more nuanced manner suggested by van
Teeffelen‘s analysis (1977, 1978). For example, several scholars (e.g.,
Shohat 1988, 1989; Shenhav 2006) pointed to the ambivalent position of
Arab-Jews (first generation of Mizrahim), caught up between their Arabic
identity and their Zionism. Further research is needed into the signifi-
cance and ramifications of the tendency of Jewish-Israeli anthropologists
to focus on the Jewish aspects of the Mizrahi immigrants, and ignore or
obscure their Arabism. Another critical issue is their tendency to concen-
trate on Mizrahi men, thus failing to follow the significance of Mizrahi
women in coping with the immigration hardships. Women’s contribution
in the agricultural production was highlighted mainly in light of the patri-
archal structure of Moroccan families. This social inequality was com-
pared to the seemingly gender equality among veteran Israelis, and was
mentioned in relation to the presumed liberating forces of the modern
nation-state (Shokeid and Deshen 1977:2, 182-194; Deshen and Shokeid
1974:122). The blurred gaze of these (male) Ashkenazi anthropologists at
their Mizrahi “sisters”  in combination with viewing the Mizrahi immigra-
tion to Israel as an ascendance in the modern ladder, was probably relat-
ed also to missing (or downplaying) another important outcome of the
Mizrahi immigration: The deterioration in the social status of Mizrahi
men, which put heavier loads of responsibility on Mizrahi women.
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ENDNOTES
1“Sisters,” namely the women immigrants, were at the margins of the (mostly male)
researchers’ interest.
2These “national anthropologies” were conceptualized in the past few decades under
quite a few labels (and at times with differing conceptualizations), like “non-Western
anthropology” (Asad 1982), “indigenous anthropology” (Fahim 1982), “native anthropolo-
gists” (Narayan 1993), “anthropology at home” (Peirano 1998), “auto anthropology”
(Motzafi-Haller 1997), “anthropology of the South” (Krotz 1997; Quinlan 2000), “peripher-
al anthropologies” (Cardoso de Oliveira 1999/2000), “Asian anthropologies” (Ben-Ari and
Bremen 2005), “world anthropologies” (Ribeiro and Escobar 2006), and “other peoples’
anthropologies” (Boškovi  and Eriksen 2008).
3A central question raised in regard to national anthropologies is their relation to the
international discipline in terms of standards, autonomy, and models of expert roles (cf.
Ben-Ari and Bremen 2005:17).
4Further, the Otherness of Mizrahim was related to the Otherness of Israeli Arabs, as the
former arrived from Arab countries, enemies of the Israeli state.
5This identity complex was worked out in other socio-political and cultural production
sites besides anthropology, like the cinema (Shohat 1989), historiography (Piterberg 1996),
and settlement policy (Yiftachel 1998).
6Ram’s critical sociology of Israeli sociology (1995:47-68) refers to social anthropology in
terms of its collaboration with Israeli sociology, part of the efforts to revise its early func-
tionalism by adding micro-analysis of human difficutlies in the (genearlly succesful)
absorption process. We focus, by contrast, on the ethnic formations constituted by the
anthropologists.
7Myron Aronoff, Jay Abarbanel, Elaine Baldwin, Terence Evens, Don Handelman and
Leonard Mars. They graduated in England, USA and Canada. Handelman was an exception
as he chose to study a workshop for indigent elderly (1977).
8Israel Shepher is the fourth. All students studied in Israel before moving to Manchester
for their PhD studies.
9Born in 1927, Emanuel Marx fled from Germany in 1939, to arrive in Palestine the next
year. He lived in Jerusalem for several decades, got married and raised children. Before
becoming a professional anthropologist he was employed by the army beyond the com-
pulsory military service, worked as a librarian in the national library, and as an assis-
tant to the prime minister advisor for Arab affairs. In 1949 he began his studies in soci-
ology, sciences of the Orient (madahe ha-mizrah), and economics at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem. In 1955 he began his MA fieldwork among the Bedouins of the
Negev desert in southern Israel under the supervision of the sociology department’s
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head, Shmuel Eisenstadt, and thanks to the financial support of the prime minister
office. With another fellowship from the same office, he left for PhD studies in sociolo-
gy in Manchester University, from which he received additional funding. In a personal
interview conducted at his home (Feb. 4, 2000), Marx said that frequent informal con-
versations with Emrys Peters during his first year in Manchester brought him to shift to
social anthropology. His doctoral fieldwork was conducted again among the Bedouins
of the Negev. Upon completing his studies in 1963, he returned to Israel with his fami-
ly. Marx’s research on Moroccan immigrants’ violent behavior (e.g. Marx 1968) was con-
ducted after his doctoral research.
10Born in 1935 in Germany, Shlomo Deshen survived the Holocaust and immigrated to
Israel in 1949. He graduated from a religious high school in Haifa and planned to
become a Rabbi, but following the compulsory military service he studied sociology
and Jewish history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. During his MA studies he
received in 1961 an offer to work as a “rural sociologist”  in the Land Settlement
Department at the Jewish Agency, with Alex Weingrod serving as his supervisor. Under
this capacity he was responsible for studying the Lakhish region in the Negev. In 1964,
before receiving the MA degree, he moved with his family to Manchester for his PhD
studies. He conducted fieldwork among Mizrahim in Kiryat Gat, a southern develop-
ment town. Upon returning to Israel in 1968, he was accepted as a lecturer both at Tel
Aviv University and at Bar Ilan University.
11Born in 1936, Moshe Minkovitz (later, Shokeid) grew up in pre-Israel city of Tel Aviv to a
family that immigrated during the 1920s from East-Europe (Shokeid 2002), and later stud-
ied sociology and Middle-Eastern studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. He
planned to apply for an apprenticeship with the Foreign Office but received, together with
Deshen, the offer to work at the Land Settlement Department (Shokeid 1992a:234). Upon
concluding his PhD in 1968 at Manchester he received a post at Tel Aviv University. As com-
mon at the time, Minkovitz gave up his surname for a Hebrew name, which was the mas-
culine declension of the real name of the Moshav he studied as a rural sociologist and as
a PhD candidate–Shokeida (Shokeid 1971c:118-119; Shokeid and Deshen 1977:39;
Swedenburg 1992:486).
12Born in 1931 in Milwaukee, Alex Weingrod grew up in an active Jewish and Zionist fam-
ily. As a member of a Zionist youth movement, he visited Israel for a year in 1949. Upon
his return to the USA, he registered to social sciences studies at the University of Chicago,
where he earned his PhD in anthropology in 1959. His doctorate was based on research
he conducted in an Israeli Moshav of Moroccans. In an interview (conducted Feb. 8, 2001)
he said he enjoyed his job at the Land Settlement Department but wanted to conduct free
academic research rather than be a recruited researcher. He added that since Eisenstadt
refused to allow permanent employment for anthropologists at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, he left in 1962 for a job at Brandeis University. In 1974 he received a post at
the newly established university in the Negev (Ben Gurion), and since then has lived in
Israel.
13Marx studied local Arabic, which he used in his research among Palestinians and
Bedouins.
14The same article was published again in English (Deshen and Shokeid 1974:151-172) and
in Hebrew (Shokeid and Deshen 1977:43-54).
15In other publications (1970; 1976) Marx used the pseudo-name Galilah.
16In some of the reported cases Marx did not specify his source of information, while in
others the source was a government official only.
17Shokeid (1980) continued thus Marx’s concern with the “the violent Moroccans”
(though statistics showed as rare), and still argued that Marx was wrong, as Moroccans
are violent even when living comfortably. Yitzhak Eilam (1975) as well drew on Marx’s
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work and compared what was then already taken for granted—Moroccan violence—
with the Georgian type of violence.
18AAs noted, Weingrod who underscored the Mizrahi subject as urban yet manipulated to
settle in remote places was absent from Israel (1962-1974) during important phases in the
discipline’s emergence in Israeli academy.
19Aziza Khazzoom (2003) argued that Orientalization practices toward fellow Jews is inscribed
within European Jewish identity politics since the emancipation in eighteenth century France
and Germany, long before the Zionist nation-building project was launched.
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